
Female Pirahan Instructions: Instructions may be copied as long as proper credit is given to Melinda C. 
Haren and Heather Stiles. The photos below were taken by Leeann Posovad. 

  

  

This pattern was developed from an extent 13th century pirahan (pictured below), exhibited by the Sara 
Kuehn Auction House in 2001—current location is unknown. Neckline was never finished on the extent 
piece. 
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Use: 
Pirahan-ha (plural of pirahan) were worn as the foundation garment. They had long sleeves (slightly 
below wrist) and were about mid-calf length. Children were dressed the same as adults, so these 
instructions are appropriate for girls as well as women. I believe that the neckline is open to the waist 
but is only closed with one button at the neck. The extent pirahan’s neckline was unfinished, however 
the miniatures and eyewitness accounts of Persia from the middle ages seem to indicate that the neckline 
was small, round, close-fitted to the neck and then slit open to the waist.  

Pirahan were worn over the salvar (pants) but under the ziri qaba (under-robe).  
Fabrics: 
Made of silk, linen or cotton. Most likely this garment was white.  
Deco rat i on: 
The 13th century pirahan was edged along the sleeves and hem with finger loop braiding. The neckline 
was unfinished, but most likely the neckline would have been completed in this manner as well.  
Hand -sew ing: 
The one unlined garment we viewed at the Textile Museum in D.C. was a 10th century Tiraz coat sewn 
with a flat feld seam. The stitches were extremely fine. Please see 10th Century Tiraz Coat for more 
detailed information. 10th Century Tiraz Coat~image and article at Ruyi Qaba 3.116 at 
www.roxanefarabi.com  
Closu res:  
Frogs or buttons. The buttons on the extent ruyi qaba at the textile museum were made on a wooden 
core, wrapped with white silk floss for a foundation and then woven with gold in a basket weave pattern. 
Loops for buttons were made of finger loop braiding. However, extent metal and ivory buttons have 
been found in Persia as well. 
Linin g:  
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Pirahan-ha were probably unlined. 

1. Cut all pattern pieces . Fit as shown in the diagram. The body central rectangle seam that connects to 
the two side gores runs just left of the nipple line. Waist of the garment is 1 to 2 inches above the 
person’s natural waist. The garment ends at approximately mid-calf or slightly higher. The garment is 
loose and unfitted. 

 

  

2. Pleat upper side gore into lower side gore. Repeat for all 4 gores.
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3. Sew the side sleeve piece to the upper side gore.Repeat for all 4 gores. 
 

  

4. Sew side sleeve piece to sleeves. You will have 2 pieces that look like the diagram below. 

  

4. Sew the rectangular body pieces together at the shoulders:  

 

5. Sew the assembled side pieces to the body section: 
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7. Pin sides together. It is very important that the junction of the sleeve and body are matched, even if 
that means you must re-cut the end of the sleeve. Sew both sides together. Face neck-hole. Place single 
button and loop at the top. Garment is otherwise open to the waist. 
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